A starry encounter
at Risonare
Kohamajima on
Kohama Island in
the Yaeyamas.

Dark Matters
These days, more travelers are gazing at the skies than
taking to them in airplanes. Dark Sky Parks, telescope
meetups and bioluminescent zones herald the dawn of
Asia’s astrotourism. B Y A D A M H . G R A H A M

I’M SLIGHTLY BUZZED on awamori rice spirits, floating

COURTESY OF HOSHINO RESORTS RISONARE KOHAMAJIMA

iscoveries
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belly-up on pink wacky noodles, and spinning around a resort
pool under a moonless charcoal sky twinkling with glittering
stars. It may sound like a pool party, but it’s actually part of an
unusual and very intense Tinnu Floating treatment at the
Hoshinoya Resort Taketomi (hoshinoya.com/taketomijima;
doubles from ¥25,200) on Japan’s island of Taketomi. During
the 30-minute pool time, floatees like me lose their sense of
gravity and “fall” into infinity’s distant galaxies, red dwarves,
blue super giants, Subaru (Pleiades), and other celestial
objects visible to the naked eye. It’s surreal and slightly
nauseating at times, but positively life-changing. I emerge
from the pool a night-sky nerd.
For two weeks, I’ve been exploring Japan’s coral-ringed
Yaeyama Islands, located in the southern extremities of
Okinawa Prefecture just 270 kilometers east of Taiwan,
spending the majority of my time pursuing earthly pleasures.
Chasing endemic Ryukyu scops owls and magenta-winged
kingfishers through Buddhist temple caves. Snorkeling
through aquamarine waters eyeballing Technicolor
nudibranchs, damselfish and loggerhead turtles. And
dreaming of glimpsing the amber-eyed yamaneko, an
endemic and critically endangered wildcat living in the slushy
mangroves of neighboring Iriomote Island.
But there comes a time in a naturalist’s life when his gaze
suddenly shifts from Earth’s cabinet of curiosities to the inky
infinity of space. And until I got in the pool on this blackest
of nights, I hadn’t really noticed or appreciated the wild
clarity of a night sky, which is not only beguiling and divine
in its own right, but partially what made the habitats of all
this wildlife I’d been chasing possible.
It turns out, that night sky’s clarity is no coincidence. The
Yaeyama Islands are home to Japan’s first Dark Sky Park,
Iriomote-Ishigaki National Park, a 253-square-kilometer
patch of wilderness designated in 2018 that has some of
Asia’s strictest light regulations. While my own celestial
epiphany occurred in that pool a few years ago, others have
since discovered astronomy, or astrotourism, as an excellent
post-COVID-19 form of “slow travel,” and a way to deepen the
appreciation of nature without hopping on a plane or jacking
up their carbon footprint.
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The Evolving Art of Dim Sum
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The International Dark Sky Association (IDA) (darksky.
org) is a non-profit organization established in the United
States in 1988 to help communities reduce human-made light
pollution, often by making simple changes like turning
skyward-pointing exterior lights downward to help restore
night skies to their natural state. This is not so we can get a
better glimpse of Orion’s Belt, but because the night sky is a
profound component of wildlife. Artificial lights and light
pollution have a significant impact on wildlife, like migratory
birds, bioluminescent insects, sea turtles and nocturnal
animals, impacting their vision and disrupting their habitat,
mating behaviors and migration patterns.

From left: Dim sum
in the pink room at
Madame Fù; classic
bites from Lung
King Heen; Mott
32’s Iberico pork
sui mai.
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Scenes from
Yeongyang Firefly
Ecological Park in
South Korea.

As it turns out, it can impact humans, too. Too much
artificial light can impede the body’s circadian rhythms,
leading to depression and cancer. Many recent studies even
suggest that urban parks with decreased lighting at night
experience fewer violent crimes—a total reversal of thought
from previous generations, when light was still a novelty used
to illuminate and ideally prevent criminal activity.
The International Dark Sky Places (IDSP) program offers
five types of designations, each with its own set of criteria—
the strictest of which is Dark Sky Communities, in which
entire cites or towns must adhere to light-pollution criteria.
Additional categories, in order of strictness, are: Dark Sky
Parks, Reserves, Sanctuaries and Urban Dark Sky Places.
To date, there are 130 certified IDSPs in 21 countries, but
only three in Asia. Outside of Japan are South Korea’s
Yeongyang Firefly Ecological Park, Asia’s first Dark Sky Park,
which dates to 2015 and is noted for its bioluminescent firefly
habitat, and Central Taiwan’s 3,416-meter-high Hehuan
Mountain, the most recent, designated in 2019.
Most Dark Sky Parks offer workshops and series led by
professional astronomers about night-sky programming,
including telescope meetups, moonrise viewings and meteorshower gatherings. Some also organize virtual livestreaming
events—perfect, given the current state of travel.
So why does Asia have so few parks? “There is strong
interest in dark skies within Asia, especially Japan, Korea and
Taiwan,” says Adam Dalton, program manager at IDA in
Tucson, Arizona. “But there have not been enough regional,
provincial or national-level efforts to certify areas.” Being the
first in a country to apply is difficult when there’s no local
template for navigating the application process, and IDA’s
materials aren’t available in Thai, Tagalog or Vietnamese
languages, for example, creating extra burden on the
applicant to translate materials.
Some countries have created their own dark-sky reserves
and criteria systems—not surprisingly, China, which has darksky parks without IDA certification. Because IDA is a U.S.based NGO and limited in its scope and power by Beijing, it’s
had minimal success operating there. In 2014, China’s first
“dark night” park was created in Ali, within the autonomous
region of Tibet. Since then, four more dark-sky reserves have
opened in Tibet, Shanxi, Jiangsu and Jiangxi provinces. While
China’s cities remain sources of smog and light pollution, it’s
heartening to see the country move towards the preservation
of unadulterated night skies.
Regardless of certification processes, COVID-19 created a
surge of interest in dark skies, especially since stargazing is
free, and often doable from your backyard. This year, IDA’s
Dark Sky Week fell in early April, so many took to stargazing
as a way to ward off lockdown fever, while others found
humbling solace in the vastness of the Milky Way or the sight
of Venus rising. “Our theme, ‘Look Up Together’ was
extremely well received this year,” Dalton says. “In difficult
times, there’s something powerful about staring up at the
night sky and feeling the connection with nature, humanity
and the universe.”

Hong Kong’s top tables keep us hungry for more with their ever-changing takes
on beloved Cantonese fare. B Y FAY E B R A D L E Y and B E K VA N V L I E T O W E N

IT’S BEEN A LONG TIME since rolling
carts and loud leng lois were a
prerequisite for delicious dim sum.
While there’s a lot to love about the
authentic, frantic, mom-and-pop-shop
ambience, Hong Kong’s fine-diners are
where it’s at for innovation. A glance
around more upscale establishments in
Central reveals nouveau-Cantonese
delights not even a pandemic can
quash—indeed, the city’s intermittent
6 p.m. dining curfews may even enhance
the appeal of this early-day meal.
Descend the glamorous staircase of
Mott 32 Hong Kong (mott32.com) and
you’re in for a stark contrast to the
aforementioned typical dim sum joint.
Opulent contemporary interiors by
design studio Joyce Wang and decadent,
modern dim sum are the name of the
game here, with chef Lee Man-Sing,

who previously worked at Mandarin
Oriental’s Michelin-starred Man Wah,
doing siu mai and xiao long bao updated
with a Western touch—think: stuffings
of Iberico pork and premium truffles.
During multiple lockdowns, Mott 32
got to flex its culinary muscle by turning
its menu into decadent takeaway, with
set dinners for up to eight people, and
lunch “Bento Boxes” full of goodies like
barbecue Iberico pork buns, mushroom
taro croquettes and their famous
42-day dry-aged Peking duck.
Madame Fù (madamefu.com.hk),
purveyor of photogenic Chinois allure,
has long attracted fashion-forward dim
sum fans, particularly to its velvetdraped Insta-ready Pink Room. The
Shanghai-inspired eatery never rests
when it comes to wooing, continually
adding to its East-meets-West menus

with gorgeously plated/basketed dishes.
The latest items to get excited about
include Impossible vegan pan-fried
buns, a theatrical Lava Prawn Toast
from the new summer menu, and a
beauty collab for their L’Oréal Paris X
Madame Fù High Tea.
As the first Chinese restaurant in the
world to attain three Michelin stars,
Lung King Heen (fourseasons.com)
should rightly be at the vanguard of
Hong Kong Cantonese. Helmed by
executive chef Chan Yan Tak, the
restaurant’s menu changes seasonally, if
not daily, often with a delightfully
global twist—this season’s tasting lineup
has cameos by quinoa and baked
avocado. Dim sum also switches up
quarterly, with the perennial favorites
being the Shanghai pork dumplings and
the baked abalone puffs. Best way to try
them all? Weekend brunch, of course.
On a high-culture tangent, the oneMichelin-starred Duddell’s (duddells.
co), pairs traditional dim sum with
modern art. Local artist–curated exhibits
grace the walls while truffle-fried pork
dumplings and crispy salted chicken
adorn the tables. Experimentation in
dim sum brings us full circle here with a
cute tea set of retro favorites and
forgotten street food of 35 years hence,
the popularity of which has led to
booked-out all-you-can-eat “Back to the
80s” nights. Proof that no matter how
avant-garde dim sum might get, there’s
always room on the table for nostalgia.
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Your new
eco-bible

Green-up your travel style with insider
tips and no-brainer guides.

How to lockdown in luxury

IT’S E ASY TO WISH for a greener travel
industry, but we all know it’s up to
individual travelers—i.e. us—to shape the
kind of sustainable future we want to see.
The Green Edit: Travel by Juliet Kinsman
outlines just how we as independent
travelers can lessen our impact and
create positive change, even on luxury
getaways. The book contains guides on
everything from the most energyefficient types of aircraft to how to cure
an addiction to miniature hotel toiletries,
drawing on Kinsman’s 20 years of travel
journalism and pivotal role consulting
luxury-hotels guide Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
The Green Edit: Travel, published by Ebury
Press, is available from September 10,
for US$12.35.

Clockwise from left: Vintage
coziness at Rumah Tiang 16; a
traditional kite; making bedak
sejuk; cruising Malaysia’s “MiniAmazon;” butterfly pea–flower
tea and sticky rice.

Backwater Treasures

Recreate fancy #hotellife at home while still supporting the industry.

Finger-lickin’ fusion

The sophomore act from pastry chef Jason Licker gives Western
desserts an Asian spin.

AS YOU WOULD E XPECT from a cookbook called Baking with Licker, this collection of
rejigged desserts assumes a somewhat irreverent tone, both literally and in its
treatment of classic pastry recipes. American chef Licker, winner of Iron Chef Thailand
in 2014, infuses more than 50 popular Western desserts with ingredients indigenous to
Asia in the ultimate fusion for sweet-toothed foodies. Expanding upon Lickerland:
Asian-Accented Desserts by Jason Licker, which was nominated for a James Beard
Award, the follow-up’s colorful format and playful banter make following the recipes
easy and fun. Meanwhile, its mouthwatering mash-ups—delights like peanut-butterand-miso cookies, Thai tea rolls and yuzu cheesecake—take your taste buds on a
journey around the region, even if the rest of you has to stay put. Baking with Licker is
available now on jasonlicker.com or amazon.com for US$39.99.
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In offbeat Perak, a new boutique homestay is
throwing the spotlight onto Malaysia’s least-known
unesco World Heritage Site. B Y M A R C O F E R R A R E S E .
C L O C K W I S E F R O M T O P L E F T: C O U R T E S Y O F C H E C K I N G I N ; C O URT E SY O F EBURY P RE S S ; C O U R T E S Y O F J A S O N L I C K E R

MISSING PISCO SOURS, sunset tunes and lemongrass-scented spa days?
A pair of hotel-loving friends has created the perfect remedy. Kissa
Castañeda and Alex Seitz have curated Checking In: Bringing The Hotel
Home, a collection of hallmark experiences and inspirations from 35 luxury
hotels and resorts around the globe. Speaking to designers, mixologists,
chefs and CEOs, the book breaks down key touchpoints from every
property that you can DIY at home—whip up a bowl of Amanpuri’s crab
curry, host a Hoshinoya Kyoto–style tea ceremony, cue up a Desa Potato
Head sunset session and even go on virtual safari. All proceeds from the
book go to organizations supporting hospitality workers affected by COVID19. Find out more, make a donation, and download your copy at
checkinginthebook.com.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY KIT YENG CHAN

I WANT TO SHARE my passion for my

hometown, its pristine nature and
Malay culture,” says Abdul Nasir
Jalaluddin—or Nash, as friends fondly
call him—as we cruise down
Lenggong’s only street in his 1973
Jaguar XJ6.
This vintage ride is just one of the
highlights of the three-day Heritage
Stay that Nash, a former Banyan Tree
Hotels & Resorts employee, bases out
of his childhood home, Rumah Tiang
16 (fb.com/16pillarshouse; doubles
from RM1,300, all-inclusive).
Supported by 16 wooden pillars, this
beautiful Malay stilt house is
Lenggong’s only heritage boutique
homestay—a real first in out-of-theway northern Perak.
Carved by a meteorite impact 1.83
million years ago, Lenggong Valley is
Malaysia’s fourth unesco Site, inscribed
in 2012, and noted for its burial caves
and various archaeological discoveries.

Its best-known artifact is the
10,000-year-old Perak Man, the oldest
and most complete human skeleton in
Southeast Asia. Somehow, all of this is
virtually unknown to Malaysians,
much less international tourists, and
there is little state support—an issue
locals are concerned might threaten
the town’s unesco status.
So, boutique offerings like Nash’s
are critical in boosting local tourism
infrastructure and getting Lenggong
on the map. Now, while many borders
are still shut, is the perfect time for
this under-appreciated destination to
steal a share of the spotlight.
“The idea of this trip is to let guests
experience Lenggong’s hidden Malay
heritage,” he tells me. Wrapped in an
authentic baju Melayu tunic and
donning a traditional Malay hat, he
starts each three-day program by
welcoming guests from Rumah Tiang
16’s breezy veranda, then offering a

delicious drink brewed with local
flowers and served with sticky rice.
The rest of the itinerary is all about
immersion in century-old local
experiences. Guests visit homes where
people still hand-make the traditional
cosmetic bedak sejuk, and use wooden
poles to beat fresh vegetables and
spices into pulpy kebebe, a piquant
Malay starter. On the second day,
guests sit in an orchard inside a
dangau—a traditional thatched hut—
to share grassroots culinary secrets
with a local family.
Trips are fully customizable, from
breakfast hunts through Lenggong’s
morning market, to visiting Malay kite
makers, and cruising lake Tasik Raban
or Chenderoh Dam, dubbed
“Malaysia’s Mini-Amazon.” Believe it or
not, this angler’s paradise is filled with
rare South American peacock bass…
yet another secret Lenggong is ready
to share with the world.
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The Slate Phuket, Thailand

Exclusive T+L Reader Deals
This is the year of the staycation, so make the most of it with a
special readers’ deal in your own backyard.

Island Shangri-La, Hong Kong

Enjoy the urban spoils of a five-star
staycation at a luxurious Hong Kong
icon. T+L readers booking Island
Shangri-La’s Staycation Offer receive a
free Afternoon Tea for two, in
addition to the deal’s standard
HK$800 dining credit, redeemable
during their stay. Reservations must
be made directly with the hotel, and
guests should mention T+L to claim
their readers’ perk. The offer is
available from now until December
31, 2020, via 852/2877-3838 or
reservations.isl@shangri-la.com. Rates
start from HK$2,600 per night.
shangri-la.com.
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This Bill Bensley–designed
wonderland on Naiyang Beach is
offering guests a package deal called
Imagine the Slate. The package
includes round-trip airport transfers,
10 percent discount on dining
(excluding alcohol) and body
treatments at the spa, and daily
breakfast. T+L readers who book the
deal additionally receive
complimentary welcome minibar and
automatic entry into The Slate’s
Instagram contest to win a two-night
complimentary stay when they post a
pic from their visit using the hashtag
#TheSlatePhuketT+L. Book via
reservations@theslatephuket.com and
specify the “Imagine The Slate” offer.
Rates start from Bt4,050, valid until
December 23, 2020. theslatephuket.
com.

Four Points by Sheraton Phuket
Patong Beach Resort, Thailand

The latest addition to Patong Beach,
this new resort on Patong’s main road
will be accepting guests from
October. T+L readers who book a stay
there receive complimentary drinks
for two at The Deck Beach Club when
they quote the code D57 on arrival.
Rates start from Bt2,491 inclusive of
breakfast, valid through September
2021. Book through the official
website. marriott.com.

C L O C K W I S E F R O M T O P L E F T: C O URT E SY O F ISL AN D SHAN GRI -L A , H O N G KO NG ; C O U R T E S Y O F F O U R P O I N T S B Y S H E R AT O N ; C O U R T E S Y O F T H E S L AT E P H U K E T

Clockwise from top: Island
Shangri-La, Hong Kong;
Four Points by Sheraton
Phuket Patong Beach
Resort; The Slate Phuket.

